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I am asking that you may be filled with the knowledge of his will in all
spiritual wisdom and understanding, so as to walk in a manner worthy of
the Lord, fully pleasing to him: bearing fruit in every good work and
increasing in the knowledge of God; being strengthened with all power,
according to his glorious might, for all endurance and patience with joy.
– Colossians 1:9-11
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Lord, let this prayer be true of us, our families and our communities. We
approach Your throne in confidence asking…
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… That we would be filled with the knowledge of your will.
•
Help us discern and discard distractions
•
Speak to us with fresh direction and understanding
•
Provide for the accomplishing of your perfect will
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…That we would be confident in your delight in us.
•
Deliver us from the spirit of fear and condemnation
•
Root us in who we are in you more than what we do
•
Help us to receive your delight even in our weakness
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… That our churches would bear fruit!
•
Draw the lost to salvation in record numbers
•
Meet the needs of the poor in unprecedented levels
•
Give our children great spiritual hunger for revival
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… That our people would be strengthened with all power.
•
Strengthen and mend our families
•
Fill us with the power of the Holy Spirit
•
Unify our churches to be stronger together
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… That You would revive us
•
Accomplish what we could never do in our own strength
•
Give us boldness to declare your Word
•
Awaken our hearts with fresh fire and revelation
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